
                 

      

SuperGP – Round 7 Race Report 

Phakisa GP circuit  - 18th & 19th of October 2014 

The weekend of the 18
th

 and 19
th

 October saw Round 7, and penultimate round of the South African 

National Superbike Championships, which was once again organised and hosted by GAS Sport, and 

sponsored by Monster Energy. 

ETR/Brother wishes to extend an apology for the lack of a Race Report for the Zwartkops round, 

however the team PR Officer was unexpectedly admitted to hospital with neck problems which 

needed urgent surgery. However the Zwartkops event was not very fruitful and there was once again 

a number of crashes by the Super600 riders. 

There was much anticipation for Phakisa event  as our 600 riders had managed a test session where 

a lot of work was done on building confidence as well as some settings issues that needed 

addressing. 

However the day the team left for Phakisa a series sand storm had developed and had made its way 

from De Aar via the Free State and up to Gauteng. The dust was extremely thick and did concern us 

as we knew from experience that Welkom is prone to these dust storms which in turn would affect 

the circuit. 

 

This was the view that greeted us the day we left Johannesburg for Welkom 

The ETR Yamaha Brother team was fortunate to have some of its product sponsors team members 

join us in our pits at the event, with some of the local staff meeting the riders and mechanics. 

 



 

 

The Yamaha ETR Brother Title Sponsor and our pit se tup. 

 

 

The Yamaha ETR Brother Product Sponsor SBK sunglass es with their Travelling Wilbury’s. 

 

  



Ricky Morais – Crew Chief 

This penultimate round of the SuperGP Championship again proved to be a tough on for us. 

From a technical perspective our primary concern was the track surface of Phakisa and the use of 

the single compound Pirelli SC2 tyres. With the sand storm having passed through the town and 

circuit it was left with a layer of dust at least 3mm thick. 

We approached the organizers with a request to take as many cars and vans onto the track on the 

Friday and try and “clean” up the track as much as possible using the road vehicles’ tyres to pull up 

the duct. This trick did assist in a small way but there was still a layer of dust to contend with which 

would later on prove to be a factor in the racing. 

Further to this my two SuperGP riders approached me to discuss the possibility of using the 190 size 

tyres for this weekend. I was very hesitant to go with this request as all our testing and racing for this 

past year has be on the 200 tyre – and changing at this point would mean that all the data was 

inconsequential to this weekend. 

I mentioned this but they were adamant – and usually the riders are the people that make the final 

decision on tyres. 

Well to say things did not go according to plan is an understatement. Free practise did not go 

according to plan and eventually a team decision was made to revert back to the 200 tyre and use 

our original settings from the race held at Phakisa earlier on in the year. The riders had to take a 

penalty on the chin which they did. 

My Super600 riders had a mixed bag of results with Camz bringing the bike home in 2
nd

 in the first 

heat and Dean having a crash and then in heat 2, Camz crashed at the exact spot Dean crashed. 

This made me think all was not well with the Yamaha R6’s. 

Subsequent to the race event we did a full test with one of our test riders and some serious issues 

were discovered with the rear and front suspension setups. 

With these new setups and changes we are seriously hoping that the final round will bring the team 

some much wanted (and deserved) glory in the way of podiums. The riders deserve it and we will 

give them the best bikes to do the job.  

I also wish to further take this opportunity to offer a big shout out to our own ETR sponsors, without 

whom we would not be on the grid such as for this month: 

Brother – for their ongoing and dedicated support of the ETR Yamaha Race team 

Yamaha – for their continued support for the team 

SBK Sun Glasses – for their product support 

TD Agencies – for their support for important fuelling components required for racing 

Starlane – for their detailed and importance data acquisition products. 

 



 

The ETR/Yamaha/Brother pits in the usual professional setup. 

Ciao from Ricky and bring on the final round at Red Star.  

 

 

  



SuperGP Rider – Robert Portman #86 

 
 

Rob pushing his R1 as hard as he can – image courte sy of MCSA 
 
In Robs own words:  
 
Another confidence battering weekend. My weekend started and ended off with bike troubles.  

 

Saturday practise and qualifying was a disaster. Part of the challenges we had was a miscalculation 

of the tyres and the low levels of grip as a result of the sand storm. Further to this we decided to g 

out and try the 190 size Pirelli tyre – which turned out to be a very wrong move. There was just ZERO 

grip and no traction coming out of the corners. 

 

After making a request to the other riders during Rider Briefing if we could change our tyres back to 

the 200 size and accept a grid penalty – the fellow competitors agreed. For this we would like to 

thank the SuperGP riders for their assistance in this regard. So we made some big changes for 

Sunday warm-up and I managed to go out and set a really good time. The bike felt great and I was 

really confident heading into race one.  

 

RACE 1 

I got a good start and was up fighting for a top 6 place. On lap 2 my quick-shifter stopped working 

and this forced me off track at one of the fastest parts of the track. I managed to re-join but right at 

the back of the field and on a bike with no quick-shifter. I just brought the bike home to pick up 

some points.  

 

RACE 2 

Race two and I still had no quick-shifter and this time the bike overheated after 5 laps causing 

another problem on the bike. Again I was forced just to cruise around and pick up points.  

 

I'm not very happy with how the past two race weekends have gone but I will be training as hard as 

possible to try and get a decent result at the last race of the year at Redstar. 

 

#86ROB 



SuperGP Rider – Nicholas VD Walt #42 

 

Nick #42 giving his R1 a punishing time at Phakisa 

Nicks Words 

Phakisa SuperGP was not one I greatly anticipated. We raced there at the beginning of the year.  

I struggled all weekend with a lack of grip. This time was no different except everyone was struggling 

to find grip. The team worked hard all weekend, trying different Pirelli tyres and setups. The tyre 

issue was as a result of trying to gamble on using smaller size tyre instead of the usual 200 size. This 

caused us to approach the other competitors and request if we could change back to the other sizes 

and they agreed – however we had to incur a grid penulty for this. 

We managed to find a bit of pace on Sunday morning in warm up and I was motivated for the race. It 

was extremely hot and I was grateful I picked up the training since Zwartkops as it was going to be a 

physical race.  

I battled hard all race with fellow Capetonian, Brandon Haupt and my teamate, Rob Portman.  

Race two was my best performance all year as I recorded my fastest time of the weekend and 

refused to let ZX10R rider, Ivan van Niekerk get away. We swopped positions all race until I was able 

to put a physical move around the outside of the fast right handers of the back straight.  

After the race I received Rookie of the Day award and got my first taste of champagne in National 

SuperGP, something I'd like to get used to.  

Obviously none of this would be possible without the amazing Brother ETR Yamaha race team 

behind me.  

A huge thanks goes out to the team and all our sponsors.  

SEE YOU AT REDSTAR 

#42NICK 



Super600 Rider – Cameron Petersen #1 

 

Cam Petersen #1 -  qualifying 3 rd on the grid 

 

In Camz’ own Words 

 

With our first event of the year having been at Phakisa, it would be a good opportunity to check 

progress we had made on set-up during the season. From the first session, I felt comfortable on the 

bike and took Uncle Ricky's advice to concentrate on race-pace, while he tweaked the suspension a 

bit. The bike felt really strong and was confident after qualifying third, despite riding with a bit of 

reserve. 

  

After getting a good start in race one, I decided to drop back and just hang with the lead group to 

save tyres. It was all going to plan until a second red-flag brought the race to an early end.   

 

Although disappointed, it was a relief to finish on the podium again in a credible 2
nd

 position. 

  

Race two followed a similar pattern, but with ambient temperatures rising and the track still filled 

with layers of dust, the bike began to overheat and lose a bit of power. I had to stick my neck out a 

bit more to hang onto Stephen and Mathew, still determined to make a move at the end of the race. 

It all ended badly again, losing the back end coming out of turn two. I highsided and crashed. 

  

Really disappointed for myself and the team.  

 

Everyone works so hard, they deserved better.  

 

The bike is feeling very good though and looking forward to Red Star at the end of November. 

 

See you there 

 

CAMZ #1 

 



 

Super600 Rider – Dean Vos #49 

 

Dean Vos #49 on song with his R6.  

As Dean has to say:- 

The weekend started off with a bang and I was really glad to be back on my bike doing what I love. 

 

We moved into qualifying with a excellent strategy and waited till Qualifying was half way through 

and went out to a empty track and I put my head down and did three timed laps which gave me 

fourth position for both races. 

 

In warm up I took it easy as I knew my tyres where quite warn from the previous day’s practise and 

new there was no point in risking it all. 

 

HEAT 1 

Heat 1 rushed upon me and I was ready to do my best, the race started and I settled into P5 and 

started planning my attack on the group ahead, we were really close together and felt I still had a 

little left in reserve to attack with.  

 

On lap 5 the race was red flagged and we lined up again to start.  

 

I had another okay start and carried on where I left off at another 5 laps into the restart the race was 

red flagged again, this time I was the cause by crashing  in turn two (apparently the exact same spot 

as my team mate Camz) as I let go of the brakes I felt the rear of my bike starting to slide.  

 

I tried to catch it on the throttle and it hooked up and the bike came back in line, I thought I had 

saved it but I was wrong the bike suddenly stepped again and this was too far gone to save.  

 

 



My instant thought (this is gonna hurt) came to mind, I remember going up and landing on my right 

side sliding backwards down the centre of the track watching my bike slide towards me and my 

competitors pass me, I crawled to the edge of the track and laid down for a few minutes till I felt 

strong enough to stand. 

 

HEAT 2 

Heat two started off the same except on lap two Darren Binder lost the front in front of me in the 

last turn and a few laps later my team mate lost it same place I did, the rest of the race was pretty 

boring until the last few laps when Kershaw and I got into a battle I tried to fight him off but he 

managed to pass me and beat me to the line.  

 

I ended up fourth in that race, 

 

Over all I am happy I consolidated third in the championship, there is a possibility I can get second, 

even though it’s a long shot that’s what I’m going to push for in the last round of the super GP. 

 

I would like to say a big thank you to ITR Motorsport and the whole team for all their effort for 

everything  

See you all at Zwartkops 

#49VOS 

  



A Huge thanks to all the support from our generous partners that make it 

possible for us to partake in the sport we love: 

 

 
 

 

 

  

  

 
 

  

      

 

 
 

 

 
 

  

  

 
Trojan Panelbeaters  

  

 


